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Its very hard but somehow fun. Well it's Codemasters so I was expecting a bad game before even playing it because besides
their awesome racing games, including the Dirt games and Grid 2, they don't know how to make a good action game. Their
Overlord games are pretty good (OL1, Raising Hell, and OL2), but those aren't really action games. However a couple of other
semi-well known action games that they attempted, the Operation Flashpoint games, totally suck. This game is no exception.

Graphics
The first few seconds of the opening cinematic had me actually lol'ing at how bad the character models are, even for a game
from 2009. The rest of the game is ugly as well. The color selection is very good, fitting the steampunk setting very well, but it's
like putting lipstick on a pigs an-s. Level textures are ugly and they repeat on themselves like old games used to do (the same big
ugly blurry texture block for the side of a mountain repeated over and over, for example). Effects like explosions are laugh out
loud funny as well.

Sounds
Weapon sounds are painfully bad, among the worst I have ever heard in any game. It sounds like someone throwing pieces of
metal at a tin shed wall which is probably how they actually recorded it while laughing their asses off then had to edit out the
laughter in post. Voice acting ranges from really bad to decent but the thought that something this bad deserves any kind of
story whatsoever is insulting. In the first 30 minutes I played, I was treated to multiple overly long, drawn out, unentertaining,
crappy cutscenes. I eventually started hitting escape to bypass them, like how a fart bypasses a turd on the way out, making it
smell extra bad.

Gameplay
A very generic game that reminds me of two similarly generic games like it, Dark Sector and Velvet Assassin. It is better than
those games, but that's not saying much because I gave both of them I think a 3 or 4 out of 10. This game I would maybe give it
a 4 or 4.5. The gunplay isn't "weird" like some other reviewers have said, it is just very generic. Weapons have no visible recoil,
enemies have almost no reaction to being shot, the platforming isn't fun at all, just tacked-on unfun nonsense, and regular
movement is sloppy when not crouching or aiming.

Around one hour of play was all I could stand. I got it for $2 at indiegala because I thought that the gunplay would be at least
somewhat decent. I love third person action games big time even ones that aren't that great, but this entire game is lacking too
heavily in every possible area.

4/10 still slightly better than several other games I can think of, but that doesn't mean it deserves any attention.. Just like all my
OST reviews, if you love the game and\/or the soundtrack, grab the DLC. You get 18 of the BGM tracks from the game plus the
song that's my new favourite, "It's Not Ero!", from the ending and "Probe" ("Probe" not listed on the store page) in, unlike
Analogue: A Hate Story's OST, random kbps ranging from 250 to 320 with cover art included in each mp3 so you don't have to
hunt for it online. Also includes a cover in 1392x1326 .jpg file.

Oh, and "Cake!" really is 21:05. That's not a typo.. Awesome game in VR. The selection of guns and other items is great, giving
you the ability to kill many zombies at once. I actually felt like I was being attacked when they overwhelmed me, great
immersion!!

This game was one of the games you get when purchasing a Vive.

Thanks for an awesome game!. I bought this with high hopes based off of the screenshots and description, as well as the
promise of updates and new maps in the discussions tab.

The game play is solid enough for a cheap game, but is far from finished. I could deal with that for sure, as it has been said that
there are updates coming. I have 2 topics up on the discussions thread, one addressing bugs and unobtainable achievements after
their update (prior to me buying the game) - and the devs themselves replied to me promising a quick fix update "in a few
weeks". Well that was October. I have since made another topic calling to them to address their BS claim that they are working
\/ continuing to update this game, and it's been oddly silent - imagine that. There are levels that aren't unlocked, achievements
that are unobtainable, and many, many bugs in-game that all need addressing. Until these are fixed, or at least worked around, I
would absolutely not waste your money here, as the devs have clearly abandoned the game, and have no shame in lying to people
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straight to their faces. Don't support these guys, and spend your hard earned money on a developer who is at least HALF decent
to their customers, and updates \/ fixes their game when they say they will.

It truly is a shame, for I would absolutely LOVE to help publicize this game and advertise it for them on my streams, but I just
will not do that when I'm being drug around and lied to by it's creators. If you want to have a good experience, and a lot of fun
in a game - go elsewhere.

If the day comes that these developers get their crap together and decide to make good on their half-a-year old promise to fix
very simple issues within this game, I'll be MORE than happy to edit and update my review! Up until this point though, the
game is nothing but buggy and broken, unplayable at a lot of points, and the devs are no better. Hopefully in time I'll be able to
come back and recommend this, but right now - spend your money elsewhere.. Yeah, Um. Just don't even try this game. There
are numerous other titles for the same price that are amazing. A faithful recreation of the board game. If you enjoyed the board
game you will enjoy this version.
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well, maybe I am the only one but....
watafa* is this?
it's still running
but the app...is nowhere
and the problem... I AM NOT FUC**** ABLE TO UNINSTALL IT!
watafaq?. This is...an interesting game.
It is more of a maybe, than a yes. As it requires some caveats.
First off, the game is not scary, unless you consider jump scares and loud noises(often badly timed so they don't actually
scare/have the visual to go along with) scary.
It does do creepy very well though, to a degree. I imagine a lot of both the scary and creepy factor may be due to cultural
differences. This game leans heavily on Thai and Buddhist sort of culture for its horror. This is both very interesting, as the
game drops small bits of lore, etc. around the levels, but also probably why it is hard to get much out of it beyond the jump
scares which are often cheap and...well jump scares. They tend to get...boring and noticeable, as it is quite overused. By the time
you are onto another "scary" chase scene, you will be less scared and more annoyed at the loud and obnoxious noise/music
choices for that bit.
I admit, it seems odd that i am criticizing this so much but still recommend it. Why?
The game definitely is a work of love. You will get some vibes from other horror games that the creator clearly was trying for.
Some Fatal Frame definitely in the early bits.
The side lore, Thai and Buddhist scraps of story, folktales and urban legends do sort of blend well and will keep you interested
even if the super bland gameplay and non existent scares do not.

Sadly the controls are just awful. For a game that is a walking simulator with jump scares, little attention was paid outside of
that story. It shows. Things like your jump command not activating if you are pressing any other buttons(like say the run button,
which you are holding down to run while being in chase scenarios....the only time jump commands then pop up...), prompts
being super finnicky, some prompts not reacting on first hit others not showing its prompt properly until you move all about to
finagle the proper angle.
If you can deal with those, the boring scares(and a fat kid in a doge shirt? Who is paying off a gambling debt? Ok so not ALL
the story is good...) and enjoy some of the more interesting bits of lore that come out, then you may like this.

Even if you don't, the game itself is extremely linear and short.
Buy this game on sale, dont expect a ton out of it, and you will enjoy yourself most likely.
If you want a true horror experience or scary game...meh, look elsewhere.. Eliosi's Hunt has solid graphics, but the hybrid style
of platforming and top-down shooting doesn't really work here. Anything involving jumping and dashing is agonizing; some
might call it 'difficult' but it is not difficult in a fun way. The shooting is okay in a basic sort of way, but the main challenge
there is fighting sudden swarms of enemies which are also not particularly fun or interesting.

I'm disappointed that I paid as much as $1.99 for this on sale. Buying it at full price is out of the question.. Yes. It's an RPG
Maker game. If you don't like those, don't play it.

Maps are well done, a few grammar errors here and there. I also managed to find one programming error, but it in no way hurts
the gameplay.

For an RPG Maker game, it's pretty well done. For only a dollar, I can recommend it, but I've found myself stuck early on with
no general direction of what to do, but I fault myself on that rather than the game.

I don't really feel like writing and would rather show, so if you're really curious just go check out the youtube video - 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=fTr7C-l6qMs . It's old, dead channel of mine, dislike the video for all I care, but it'll give
you some gameplay and an idea what to expect.. A fun concept but not perfectly executed. There have been several issues in
only the first twenty minutes of play including difficulty with reloading, consuming the alcohol and picking up\/dropping items.
The biggest flaw with this game is spacial awareness and that the bar seems to be placed halfway through the boundaries set up
in 'room set-up', as a result when trying to pick up a glass or bottle you more often than not try to pass through the blue
wireframe grid and (in my case) punch your TV, wall, sofa or unsuspecting spectator. a quick fix for this would be to simply
alter the dimensions of the game to bring the bar corner further in and the entrance further out but so far no such update has
occured, this one flaw is enough for me to have issue with recommending the game.
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Bring the bar further into the room and the game will improve drastically, until then I personally wouldn't consider buying the
game at full price and am only not requesting a refund due to getting the game on sale and hoping the developers heed my
advice.. Santa would be ashamed to see himself that ugly.
The images are true, he does look like that in the game.

And the old man is SO STRONG. Just check the stats... This guys has superhuman overpowers!
That's what I call nice Pay to Win scheme.

Nope, sorry, I can't accept that.
Good thing I don't believe in Santa anymore, because seeing him here woud make me cry.. Hmm, I'll be honest and say I'm a
little disappointed with how this game turned out.

I was quite excited when it got Greenlit- the description of the game is really lovely and I was eager to play it- and then I played
it and it was not what I was expecting at all.

The first thing I noted was the price. When I found it on the store I was surprised at how cheap it is... and I'm also relieved at
how cheap it is. It's SUPER short.

The story, in my opinion, is lacking and samey for each guy. I felt no emotion or connection between any of them during any of
the scenes and the dialogue, whilst easy to read, is bland. The music got on my nerves quite quickly and I had to mute it. The bar
mini-game is alright, although there's no help on how to play (It's pretty simple to figure out, but still some hints would've been
nice!) That cutscene in the club seems pointless too.

That's about it- the idea in itself I feel is a good one but it's been poorly executed. The character art is kind of pretty so I
suppose that's one good thing. Not sure what else to say because I don't feel there is anything else going for this game, and that's
a shame.

I wish steam had a Neutral option for game reviews- I didn't hate it, I've played far worse games before, but I also didn't
particularly like it either, it just feels a bit meh. Maybe get it if you're after a cheap and easy game to get 100% achievements
in? Aside from that, probably don't bother.
. Win 10 x64 - game crashes when I click Settings menu. Can't play in fullscreen. UI is way to small to play in a window that is
less than 1\/4 of my screen in size.. I sunk HOURS into this game when I was younger. Does it hold up to my memories? Hell
yes. Even now, when I'm spoiled by games like CoH2, This games is still a good RTS. Graphics are good, (Except for the
cutscenes...but those are so hilariously animated that it's hard to hate them.) Controls aren't awkward, and there isn't a butt ton to
memorize. There are pop culture refences all over the game (Like, one time as the soviets, I captured the enemy base, and a
soldier said: "Run Nazis! All your base are belong to us!). There are cheats for the game that give your units invincibilty, insta-
kill, infinite resources, and so on. (I use invincibility, I know it's cheap, but it's so much fun to send my Ranger officer headlong
at a bunch of tanks, and capture one with no problem). The only problem I have is that there's no "Select All Units" button, or a
UI element that shows all your troops. Which, when dealing with larger armies, can be a bit of a problem. I highly reccommend
this game. Especially considering it's price. Definitely more casual than CoH2, but just as difficult.
I will say, the multiplayer maps I have tried with a friend and bots, the ai can problematic as most of the time, they take all their
troops and tanks right at the start and just bum rush you while and your friend are taking time to build up your army. But I
haven't played it much after that, so...meh.
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